LAST MINUTE CHANGES to the Conference Program

This document was updated January 14, 2013.

Travel Notes

- Restaurants within walking distance: at www.acsp.org/conferences/annual_conference/hotel_information
- Parking facilities near the Hilton: www.acsp.org/conferences/annual_conference/hotel_information
- Hurricane Sandy and the Frankenstorm! The ACSP is in a difficult position of preparing for the largest attendance in conference history, at the same time not knowing what to expect for attendee travel later this week from the northeast. We strongly suggest you contact the airline to see what your alternative arrangements may be. The Association cannot refund conference registration fees at this late date as we are contractually obligated to the hotel and all confirmations of food, beverages and resources to date. Please send an email to ddodd@acsp.org if you know of your cancellation. Thank you!
- How to contact the Association if you can’t send email! – Donna Dodd’s cell phone number is 850-591-3994 if your electricity is out but you still have mobile service. Please just send a text message if you can, but make sure to include your name in the message as all 900 of you aren’t programmed into my phone 😊. There’s a good chance I won’t answer the phone because I’ll be in meetings. Leave a voice mail only if necessary, and beyond the conference please use the office phone number.

Special Notices

- Please turn in your ticket if you won’t be at the Saturday Awards Luncheon. If your travel pattern doesn’t allow for attending the Saturday Awards Luncheon, please place your ticket in the basket at Conference Registration. This will help us manage the actual number of attendees at the event so we’re not wasteful with too much food. Thanks!
- The FWIG Luncheon on Friday at 12:30pm has been moved from the Continental Room to the Hall of Mirrors because attendance grew so much this year.
- Unable to attend FWIG? If you’re unable to attend the FWIG Luncheon on Friday and are willing to donate your ticket to a student, there will be another basket at Conference Registration for your ticket. Thanks again!
- Mobile Workshop #7 has been cancelled.
- Mobile Workshops 1 & 2 are sold out. Tickets for other tours may be available by checking at conference registration. We don’t recommend waiting until Friday morning!
- ALL Friday Evening Receptions begin at 7:30pm. If you received an early invitation about your reception it may have said 7:00pm, but all receptions begin at 7:30pm.

Our Mistake, and Apologies to the Author

Page 20 – Abstract Index #374 was left off the list of posters. It was accepted, listed in the Book of Accepted Abstracts, and was presented during the conference. Title: NATURAL DISASTERS: RELOCATION AND QUALITY OF LIFE. AN OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE APPROACH. THE CASE OF THE 2007 FLOOD IN THE CITY OF VILLAHERMOSA, MEXICO by CANTU, Roberto [Texas A&M University] robertocantugarza@yahoo.com

Papers Reinstated to their Original Sessions

Page 59 – Session 5.5, Abstract Index #: 305
MY, WHAT BIG TEETH YOU HAVE! EXPLORING THREATS TO HOME PROPERTY RIGHTS WITH RACE, GENDER AND CLASS IN MIND
WHITE, Mia [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] mia@triplefour.net

**Roundtable Participants Reinstated**

- Page 71 - 4.2 Roundtable - KIRSHNER, Joshua [Rhodes University] josuekirshner@gmail.com
- Page 91 – 5.20 Roundtable - WHITE, Mia [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] mia@triplefour.net

**Discussant Changes**

- Page 28 – The discussant for session 11.4 is unable to attend due to family emergency.
- Page 81 - Session 6.6 now has a confirmed discussant: SHATKIN, Gavin [University of Michigan] shatkin@umich.edu
- Page 83 - The discussant for session 11.4 is unable to attend due to family emergency.
- Page 107 – Session 13.6 now has a confirmed discussant: MARKUSEN, Ann [University of Minnesota] markusen@umn.edu

**Paper Title Corrections or Changes**

- Page 51 - Abstract Index #: 64 in Session 2.1 – the paper title should be THE FINANCIAL ROOTS OF THE DRAMATIC INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF AMERICAN HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATION-LED COMMUNITIES
- Page 60 – Abstract Index #: 439 in Session 7.2 – the paper title should be INTENTION AND ACTION: COMPREHENSIVE PLANS AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT ORDINANCES
- Page 77 – Abstract Index #: 377 in Session 6.5 – the paper title should be IMPLEMENTING THE URBAN LAND REFORM AGENDA IN COLOMBIA: DOES THE NEGOTIATION OF RENEWAL PROJECTS CRYSTALLIZE THE PROGRESSIVE PROMISE OF THE NEW SPATIAL PLANNING SYSTEM?
- Page 83 – Abstract Index #: 657 in Session 14.10 – the paper title should be THE IMPACT OF TEMPORARY HIGHWAY CLOSURE ON AIR POLLUTION: A LESSON FROM CARMAGEDDON IN LOS ANGELES

**Meeting Notices**

- Special Committee on Diversity will meet in Salon A, Friday, Nov. 2, 7:00am – 8:15am

**Final Papers Submitted**

Please place an asterisk in your program by these papers so you know a final paper is available on request to read. Send your request to papersubmission@comcast.net and make sure to include the index number of the paper. The final papers below were submitted after 10/19 unless otherwise indicated. Thanks to all who let us know they had a completed paper and if you mentioned to us you’re unable to share at this time we’ll be sure let folks know.

- Page 24 and Page 63 – the winning paper for the Barclay Gibbs Jones Award for Best Dissertation in Planning
Names and Contact Information

Page 75 – The discussant’s information for this session needs to be corrected: GOLDBERG-MILLER, Shoshanah [The New School] culturalcities@gmail.com

Withdrawals

Page 58 – Abstract Index #: 155 in Session 3.4 is withdrawn.
Page 82 – Abstract Index #: 448 in session 7.5 is withdrawn.
Page 100 – Abstract Index #: 126 in session 3.13 is withdrawn.

Coffee?

If you’re scheduled in the Julep Room, Room 658 or 758 we wanted to let you know these rooms are like islands compared to the location of most other meeting rooms. Grab your coffee or snacks from one of the stations on the 4th floor Hall of Nations, Lower Level or in the Book Fair before heading to your session. The Hilton Netherlands Plaza is a historic hotel. It’s beautiful and we’re using up almost every bit of space they have…in every corner on seven floors. Thanks for understanding!